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ABSTRACT

Palindromic sequences in single-stranded DNA and RNA have the potential for intrastrand base
pairing, resultingin formation of “hairpin” structures.We previously reported a genetic method for
detecting such structures in vivo in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Below, we describe evidence
indicating that a 14-base-pair palindrome (7 bp per inverted repeat) is sufficient for formation of a
hairpin in vivo.

P

ALINDROMIC DNA sequences(invertedrepeats) are common in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes. Although it is clear that such sequences would allow intrastrand base pairing in singlestranded DNA, the in vivo structural configuration of
these sequences in double-stranded DNA is less certain. In vitro, in supercoiled plasmids, inverted repeats
sometimespair in the cruciformconfiguration, in
which both strands of the helix form intrastrand hairpins disrupting (locally) the interstrand pairing conformation (GELLERT
et al. 1979; GIERER1966; LILLEY
1980). Kinetic studies suggest, however, that cruciform formation is not likely to be common in vivo
(GELLERT, O’DEA
and MIZUUCHI1983). Electron microscopic examination of psoralen-crosslinked DNA
failed to reveal cruciforms in bacterial and Drosophila
DNA (CECHand PARDUE 1976;
SINDEN,BROYLES
and
PETITJOHN1983).
There are, however, several indications that DNA
secondary structures may be biologically important.
First, long palindromes in plasmid and bacteriophage
DNA are unstable, although these sequences can be
stabilized in nuclease-deficient strains of Escherichia
coli (COLLINS 1981; LEACH and STAHL 1983;
CHALKER, LEACH and
LLOYD1988).Second, palindromes greater than
26 bp in length stimulate deletion
formation (WESTON-HAFER
and BERG1991). Third,
certain mutations in E. coli appear toreflect mismatch
correction occurring between palindromic sequences
(RIPLEYand GLICKMAN 1983).
Fourth, efficient recognition of promoters by N4 virion RNA polymerase
requires single-strandedDNA with a hairpinstructure
at a specific position (S. GLUCKSMANN,MARKIEWICZ
P.
and L. ROTHMAN-DENES
personalcommunication).
Finally, as described below, we found that heterozygous palindromic insertionsin heteroduplex DNA are
poorly recognizedby the yeast mismatch repair system
(NAG,WHITEand PETES1989).
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In these experiments,we constructed adiploid yeast
strain in which one copy of the HIS4 gene (a gene
required for histidine biosynthesis) had an insertion
of a 26-bp palindromic oligonucleotide and the other
copy was wild type. The heterozygous diploid was
sporulated, and tetrads were dissected onto arich
growth medium. T h e colonies that formed from the
spores were replica-plated onto medium lacking histidine. Although the majority of the tetrads had two
His+ and two His- spore colonies as expected from
simple Mendelian segregation, about25% of the
tetrads had one or more colonies that sectored His+/
His-. Such sectoringevents are called “postmeiotic
segregation” (PMS) events(FOGEL, MORTIMER and
LUSNAK
1981).
For most heterozygous alleles in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, PMS events are very infrequent relative to
other types of segregation. Typically, 95% of tetrads
segregate 2:2, about 5% show gene conversion (3:l
or 1:3), and only 0.2% show PMS (FOCEL,MORTIMER
and LUSNAK
1981). Thus, formost alleles, PMS events
represent less than10% of theaberrant (non-2:2)
segregations. According to most models of recombination, both gene conversion and PMS events reflect
heteroduplex formation between homologous chromosomes, an intermediate in recombination (HOLLIDAY 1964; MESSELSONand RADDING1975). If the
heteroduplex includes a region of the chromosome
that is heterozygous, a mismatch occurs. If the mismatch is efficiently corrected, either a gene conversion event or a restoration of 2:2 segregation is observed; failure to correct the mismatch results in a
PMS event. Since most mutant alleles in yeast result
in less PMS than gene conversion,it follows that most
types of mismatches in yeast are efficiently repaired.
There are,however, two types of mutations that show
very high levelsofPMS:
single base-pair changes
resulting in a C/C mismatch (FOGEL,MORTIMERand
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LUSNAK1981; DETLOFF,SIEBERand PETES1991) and
(NAG, WHITE and PETIS
palindromic
insertions
1989).
A heteroduplex formed between awild-type strand
and mutant strand with an insertion would be expected to contain asingle-stranded loop, representing
the sequences in the insertion that have no complement in the wild-type strand. If the insertion is palindromic, one would expect that the sequences within
the insertion would form intrastrand base pairs, resulting in a stem-loop (hairpin) structure. We believe
that this structure is inefficiently recognized by the
yeast mismatch repair system, perhaps because a protein binds to the hairpin and protects it from repair.
T h e conclusion that intrastrand secondary structure
of the insertion is responsible for the high level of
PMS (rather than the primary sequence) is based on
the following observations: (1) changes within the
insertion that interfere with intrastrand base pairing
lower thefrequency of PMS, (2) alteration of the
changedsequence to restore base pairing elevates
PMS, and (3) all palindromic sequences examined (3
of 3), regardless of their sequence, have high levels of
PMS (NAG,WHITEand PET= 1989). In this report,
using PMS as an assay system, we examined the minto form
imal size necessary for a palindromic sequence
a stable hairpin in vivo.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmids: Standard molecular techniques were used for
all plasmid constructions (MANIATIS,
FRITSCHandSAMBROOK 1982). All plasmids contained palindromic oligonucleotides inserted into the plasmid pDN9 (NAG,WHITEand
PETES1989). The plasmid pDN9 was constructed by cloning
a Xhol-EglII fragment containing most of the HIS4 coding
region into SalI-and BamHI-treated YIp5. The first seven
oligonucleotidesshown in Figure 1 are perfect palindromes.
Self-annealing of these oligonucleotides results in a doublestranded molecule with 4-bp cohesive ends (TCGA) compatible with SalI. These double-stranded molecules were
inserted into the SalI restriction site of pDN9. The oligonucleotides IR7A and IR7A' are complementary, and contain both palindromic and non-palindromic sequences.
These oligonucleotideswere annealed together andinserted
into the SalI site of pDN9. Similarly, IR7B and IR7B' were
annealed and inserted into theSal1 site of pDN9 to construct
a non-palindromic insertion in H I M . All constructions were
confirmed by DNA sequence analysis.
Strains: The haploid strains used in these studies were
derivatives of AS13 (a leu2-Bs ura3-52 ade6) or AS4 (atrplI arg4-I 7 tyr7-1 ura3 ade6) (STAPLETON
and PETES1991;
SYMINGTON PETFS
and 1988). Haploid strains with the wildtype chromosomal copy of HIS4 gene replaced by a mutant
copy were constructed using the two-step transplacement
procedure (SCHERER
and DAVIS1979). The plasmids containing the his4 genes with the oligonucleotide insertions
were linearized with SnaEI and Ura+ transformants were
selected. For the second step of the transplacement, Uraderivatives were selected with5-fluoro-orotate (BOEKE,
LACROUTE and FINK 1984). Southern analysis was doneto
confirm the structure of all transformants.

Sequence

Name
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IR9
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FIGURE1.-Oligonucleotides used to construct palindromic insertions. The sequence of each oligonucleotide is shown 5' to 3'.
For thefirst seven, self-annealingresults in a double-stranded
palindromicsequencewith4-bpcohesiveends
(TCGA). These
sequences were inserted into the Sal1 restriction site in the plasmid
pDN9 (NAG,WHITEand PETFS 1989).

For all strains, except DNY67, the mutant his4 gene was
present in the AS1 3 background and the diploid strains
were constructed by mating his4 mutant derivatives of AS13
with AS4. In DNY67, the his4 mutation with the in-frame
palindromic insertion (his4-IR7A) was in AS13; the AS4
derivative contained an out-of-frame non-palindromic insertion (his4-IR7E) in hisl.
Genetic techniques:Standard genetic methods and media
were used (SHERMAN,
FINKand HICKS1983). Diploid strains
heterozygous for various his4 mutant alleles were s orulated
(usuallyat 18") and dissected onto solid rich growt medium
(YPD; SHERMAN,
FINKand HICKS1983). After 3 daysof
growth at 30°, the spore colonies were replica-plated to
medium lacking histidine. The segregation patterns were
scored after 24 hr of growth at 30".
The HIS4 ene has three parts (HIS4A, HISIB, HIS4C),
each responsigble for a differentenzymatic activity (KEESEY,
BEGELIS
and FINK1979). Since the Sal1 restriction site, used
to insert all the oligonucleotides, is in the HIS4A region (at
the 5' end of the gene), any out-of-frame insertion at this
position causesloss of allthree enzymatic activities, whereas
any in-frame insertion at this position results in loss only of
HIS4A activity. Therefore, to score sectored colonies for
DNY67, we mated all the spore colonies derived from this
strain to a tester strain containing the his4C mutation (which
complements the his4A mutation). After 10 hrof incubation
at SO", the mated cells were replica-plated to medium lacking histidine to score the his4 segregation pattern.

hp

RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION

To determine the minimum length of an inverted
repeat required to form a hairpin structure in vivo,
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FIGURE2.-Expected hairpin configuration in heteroduplex formed between a wild-type strand and mutant DNA strand with a palindromic
insertion. The hairpin is drawn with a 4-bp loop, although some studies suggest the possibility of a 2-bp loop. Below each configuration, the
level of PMS (as percentage of total aberrant segregations) is indicated. All palindromic insertions except hid-Sal, were constructed as
described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. The hisl-Sal mutation is the result of filling-in the cohesive ends of SalI-cleaved DNA and ligating
together the resulting ends (NAG,WHITEand PETES1989). This procedure results in a 4-bp palindromic insertion.

we inserted several palindromic oligonucleotides of
various lengths into a SalI site within the HIS4 gene
in plasmid pDN9 (NAG,WHITEand PET= 1989; see
MATERIALS AND METHODS). T h e resultant mutant alleles were transplaced intothe HIS4 chromosomal
locus. Diploid strains heterozygous for these insertions
were constructed and induced to undergo meiosis.
of
Previous work has indicated a high frequency
heteroduplexformationduring
meiotic recombination at HIS4 (NAG,WHITEand PETES1989); heteroduplexes containing heterozygous palindromic insertions would be expected to contain stem-loop structures (Figure 2). As shown in Table 1 and Figure 2,
inverted repeats of lengths 7, 9, 11 or 13 bp had
high
levels of PMS; 66-78% of the aberrant segregations
were PMS. Inverted repeats of 6, 5 , 4, or 2 bp had
much lower levels of PMS (0-10% of total aberrant
segregations). Since the level of PMS is related to the
secondary structureof the insertion (NAG,WHITEand
PETES1989), this result indicates that base-pairing for
a 7-bp, but not a 6-bp, inverted repeat
is stable in vivo.
This stability, of course, may be influenced by proteins
that bind to the hairpin structure.
The palindromic oligonucleotides shown in Figure

1 were inserted into the palindromic SalI restriction
site. It was possible, therefore, thatbase-pairing might
occur within these sequences extending the length of
the stem. In order to determine whether the
bases
flanking the insertion contributed to the stability of
the hairpin, we constructed a diploid strain (DNY 67)
inwhich apalindromicoligonucleotide
with 7 bp
repeats was flanked by nonpalindromic sequences
(Figure 3). The frequency of PMS in this strain was
similar to that observed previously (Table 1). This
result indicates that the sequences in the SalI site do
notcontribute to the hairpin, presumably because
these sequences are base-paired between the two homologous chromosomes.
Several further pointsshould be discussed here.
First,althoughtheinsertions
used hererepresent
perfect palindromes, for stereochemical reasons, intrastrand base-pairing does not extend to the tip of
the hairpin. Several studies indicate that the minimal
size of the central loop is 2-4 bp (BLOMMERS
et al.
1989; GOUGH,SULLIVAN
and LILLEY1986; TINOCO,
UHLENBECK
and LEVINE 1971). Our results, therefore, suggest that the number of paired bases necessary for formation of a stable in vivo hairpin is either
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TABLE 1

T

A

T
C

G

Patterns of aberrant meiotic segregation
of different his4 alleles
A T

Strain (genotype)

T A
G C
Aberrant
Total no.
A T se regation PMS (% of
of tetrads
aberrants)"
G C (Zof total)

DNY 1 1 (his4-lop/HIS4)*
312
lIHIS4)
34357
DNY62 (his4-IRl
379
DNY48 (his4-IR91HIS4)
351
DNY50 (his4-IR71HIS4)
DNYSO at 25"
347
DNY67 (his4-IR7Alhis4-IR7B) 336
354
DNY6O (his4-IR6lHIS4)
362
DNY54 (his4-IR51HIS4)
373
DNY56 (his4-IR41HIS4)
291
MW3 ( h i ~ 4 - S a l l H I S 4 ) ~

35
37
36
24
23
20
23
24
31

72
72
78
66
54
63
3

C
A
T
G
A
G
5
"T C
y-A
G

A
G
T
A
C
T
C
GAC T-5'

3'

5'-GT

Y-

GAC A CT-

3'

5'

his4-/R7A/his4-/R76 his4-/R7/HIS4

10

0
0
~

The genotypes at the HIS4 locus are indicated in parentheses.
Any tetrad with a departure from 2:2 segregation on these plates
was scored as an aberrant segregant and any tetrad with a sectored
colony was scored as a PMS tetrad.
Includes any tetrads with one or more sectored colonies (5:3,
3:5, aberrant 4:4, etc.).
Data from NAG, WHITEand PET= (1 989).

5 or 6. Although it might be expected that this number of base pairs would be a function of the temperature, we found no significant difference in the level
of PMS forthe 7-bp invertedrepeat at18"(the
sporulation temperature used routinely in our experiments) and 25" (Table 1).
It is not understood why stem and loop structures
are not efficiently recognized by the yeast mismatch
repair system. As mentioned previously, certain protein(s) might bind the hairpin structure and prevent
the mismatch repair system from removing the mismatch. This binding may serve to protect the palindromic sequences present at functionally important
sites when they are fortuitously extruded into the
cruciform structure. In addition, many cellular proteins recognize secondarystructures in RNA.It is
conceivable that a sub-set of these or equivalent proteins also bind DNA hairpins.
The possibility of such a protein suggests an alternative interpretation of our observation that the 6 bp
inverted repeat has a low level of PMS. If this protein
can bind to the hairpin structure formed by the 7-bp
repeat, but not that formed by the 6 bp repeat, our
observed low level of PMS could reflect the size of
the stem-loop structure rather than its stability. This
possibility could be tested by comparing the effects of
7-bp AT-rich palindromeswith 6 bpGC-rich inverted
repeats. Although there is no published procedure for
calculating the expected stability of hairpin structures
in heteroduplexes, w e estimate (using equations developed for conventional oligonucleotideduplexes)
that a 5-bp GAAAA/CTTTT stem would be about 3
kcal/mol less stable than a 4-bp GGGG/CCCC stem
et al. 1986).Thus, if stability of the
(BRESLAUER
hairpin was the principle factor in determining the
level of PMS,the short GC-rich insertion should have

PMS 66%

PMS 63%

FIGURE3.-Expected
hairpin configuration for palindromes
with different flanking sequences. Although the looped-out sequences in these two insertions are identical, the IR7 insertion is
flanked by palindromic sequences, whereas the insertion in IR7A
is not. Thus, the stem in the puncture involving IR7 could, in
theory, be extended by two additional base pairs, disrupting interstrand base-pairing. The observation that the level of PMS is the
same for the two configurations, however, indicates that this extended base-pairing probably does not occur.

a higher level of PMS than the longer AT-rich insertion.
Five- and six-base-pair inverted repeats showed 10
and 3% PMS, respectively, among the aberrant segregation events (Table 1
and Figure 2). This result
suggests eitherthat hairpinstructures occasionally
form for these smaller repeats or that the mismatch
repair system repairsthese loops inefficiently. The
latter explanation seems more likely to us, since one
nonpalindromic loop has been previously observed to
be inefficiently corrected (WHITEet al. 1988).
In summary, we show that heterozygous 14-bp, but
not 12-bp, palindromic insertions have high levels of
PMS. We interpret this result as indicating that 7-bp,
but not6-bp, inverted repeats
in single-stranded DNA
are sufficient for formation of a hairpin secondary
structure in vivo.
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